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Abstract
LetM be a closed surface of genus> 2. For a train track τ onM , we give a kind of standardization
of curves on M with respect to τ . Standardized curves are called quasi-transverse curves, which are
analogues to geodesics. Such a curve exists for every, not only simple, homotopy class of curves and
is almost unique. If M is orientable in addition, we can further normalize such a curve and obtain a
unique representation.
There are included applications of this normalization to geometric intersections of curves and to
carrying of train tracks. The former is an algorithm which examines whether a given element of
pi1(M) is representable by a simple closed curve, or similar problems. The latter is an algorithm
which examines whether a train track is carried by another train track. This leads to an algorithm
for recognizing the Thurston type of a given mapping class, where Thurston type is either periodic,
pseudo-Anosov or reducible. All algorithms are combinatorial. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The concept of train tracks is first introduced by Thurston and developed by Penner.
Train tracks work as a coordinate system of the space of measured laminations or measured
foliations on a surface, which is regarded as the boundary of the Teichmüller space, and
enable us to treat this space combinatorially. Here we discuss a standardization of curves on
a closed surface with respect to a train track and its applications to geometric intersections
of curves and to carrying of train tracks, which leads to an algorithm for recognizing the
Thurston type of a given mapping class.
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The standardization works on all curves, not just simple ones. Standardized curves
are combinatorially expressed in relation to a fixed train track and are almost unique
representatives of their homotopy classes. The condition to be standard is local. Later,
further normalization is defined so that normalized curves are unique representatives.
In Definition 3.2 standard is defined as “quasi-transversality” to a fixed train track. The
word “quasi-transverse” is taken from [4, Exposé 5], where “quasi-transversality” to a
measured foliation is defined. As train tracks are closely related to measured foliations,
this property can also be considered with respect to train tracks, but is weak to use directly.
We further require that a curve is tightly spanned, as stated in the definition. Although this
condition was developed independently, it is similar to the one in [5], where curves are
standardized with respect to a tesselation of the surface. The one here is more suitable for
problems connected with train tracks, like the carrying problem, and is some more local
property so perhaps is easy to treat, which may help the consideration in [9].
Quasi-uniqueness of a quasi-transverse representation is presented as Proposition 5.4.
The slight ambiguity in this representation comes only from “unit bigons”, which are
referred to in Section 3.2. The proof of Proposition 5.4 is analogous to the one in [6]
and is elementary, using only Euler characteristics.
Proposition 4.1 constructs, hence ensures the existence of, a quasi-transverse represen-
tation for every homotopy class of curves not necessarily closed nor simple.
Section 6.1 is devoted to further normalization which ensures uniqueness. Section 6.2
deals with an algorithm for intersection numbers, in particular, for examination of simple
representability of a given set of elements from the fundamental group of the surface,
where the surface is orientable. The author would refer the readers to [2], where similar
ideas appear, and also to [1] and [3], which also deal with intersection numbers.
Section 7 deals with another application of quasi-transverse curves. There the surface
is also assumed to be orientable. Then mapping classes of it is classified into three
Thurston types: periodic, pseudo-Anosov and reducible. In this section we first construct an
algorithm for examining a possibility of carrying between given two train tracks, then apply
it to the problem of determining the Thurston type of a given mapping class, by giving an
elementary combinatorial algorithm. (However, an effective algorithm has already been
given by Mosher in his thesis.)
2. Preliminaries
Let M be a closed surface of genus greater than one.
We choose and fix a hyperbolic metric on M . Then the universal covering of M is the
Poincaré disk D2.
A train track τ is a one-dimensional finite complex on M , with a kind of “smoothness”
at its vertices (called switches) and an extra condition for M − τ . Its edges are called
branches. When every switch has only three branch ends emanating from it, a train track
is generic. At a switch, branch ends incident to it are classified into exactly two sets
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(expressing two sides of the switch). A path is regarded to be smooth at a switch if it
travels from a branch end to another which belong to different sets.
A trainpath is a path made of branches which is smooth at switches. If a trainpath is
closed and smooth also at its basepoint, it is called a closed trainpath. A branch end at a
switch is large if it constitutes one set (one side of the switch) by itself only. A branch
with large ends on both sides is large, on only one side mixed and otherwise small. A train
track is recurrent if every branch has a closed trainpath passing through itself. Recurrence
is a basic property for train tracks since they are usually considered in connection with
measured foliations or measured laminations and hence are required to be recurrent.
τ is filling if each component of M − τ is simply connected. It is complete if each
component is a “triangle” (considered in a train track).
In this paper, we work in the shiftless category of train tracks. τ (not necessarily generic)
is shiftless if it has no mixed branches. A large branch in a shiftless train track is considered
to be a very short segment and treated as a point. So, in the shiftless category, it is called
a vertex. A small branch is called a capillary. In particular, when τ is regarded as a one-
dimensional CW (finite) complex on M , a vertex of τ is regarded as a 0-cell, a capillary a
1-cell. At a vertex, capillary ends incident to it are classified into exactly two sets,
expressing two sides. In the shiftless category, each side includes at least two ends. It should
be noted that any recurrent train track is reduced to a shiftless train track as mentioned
in [8].
A prong of τ is an angle of a component ofM− τ , which is made by two edges of it, or,
by two capillaries of τ . A capillary or capillary end is said to belong to an incident vertex.
A prong belongs to a vertex when it is made by capillaries belonging to the vertex. For a
small neighborhood of a vertex v, we can distinguish four pieces: prongs and capillaries
belonging to the right side of v constitute the right side of v; those on the left side; a part of
the component of M − τ which lies on the upper side; and that on the lower side (Fig. 1).
An edge of a component of M − τ is a “smooth” edge in the above sense, consisting
of capillaries and vertices. (We will use terms like vertex, edge mainly to express those of
train tracks as above. For their usual usage, we use terms like “summit”, “side”.)
Any other terms in the train track theory are taken from [6]. For the shiftless category,
also see [8].
We fix a shiftless complete train track τ onM as a standard. Every component ofM− τ
is a triangle and we call it a face (often referred to as a face “of” τ ). τ is never changed
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throughout this paper. An example of τ is given in Fig. 2. τ is lifted to D2 and the set of
lifts is also called τ if there is no confusion. The terms “vertex”, “capillary”, “face”, etc.
are used for lifts in the natural way.
In this paper, a train track may also be regarded as a class of isotopic train tracks,
depending on the context.
In the following, we work with three categories of curves on M . One is an actual curve,
often in the form of a sequence of 1-cells of a CW complex. It is based at its endpoints,
called basepoints. Another one is a homotopy class of curves based at a basepoint(s). Such
a homotopy fixes the basepoint(s). They are called based homotopy classes or simply
based curves since reference to base(s) in the first category has little meaning. We also
say “p-base”, indicating the basepoint(s). The third one is a free homotopy classes of
closed curves, called free homotopy classes or non-based curves, or often simply closed
curves, if there is no confusion. Closed curves in the second category is referred to as
“based closed” curves. In representing non-based curves by based curves or actual curves,
the basepoint may move when we change from one representation to another. Then the
basepoint drifts along a drifting path.
A set of curves is called a system. For some system made of curves not necessarily
closed, we can consider the third category, because it is useful to allow the basepoints
to drift, provided that they are not free ends. A system (of actual curves) is called non-
intersecting if it is (represented by) a one-dimensional CW (finite) complex whose 1-cells
are the curves in the system.
We consider curves to be oriented, depending on the context. However, orientation is
ignored in many cases since quasi-transversality is symmetric condition.
A prefix of a based, oriented curve is a subarc of it which initiates from its initial
basepoint. Similarly for a suffix.
We consider curves on D2 also. Given a curve on M , we may lift it to D2. If it is a
(based or non-based) closed curve, a lift of it represents a covering transformation of D2.
The infinite iteration of it lifts to a set of lifts in chain, called a total lift of it. (Though
this term is usually used to express the set of all lifts of it and the above set may be called
a “component of the total lift”, we abbreviate it here since we deal with not necessarily
simple closed curves and hence the term “component” might be confusing.) A total lift has
two limit points on ∂D2, namely, the fixed points of the covering transformation above.
When its basepoint drifts, a total lift also drifts, but its limit points are fixed.
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3. Quasi-transverse curves and bigons
We fix a complete shiftless train track τ . A curve is quasi-transverse (to τ ) if it intersects
τ “tightly and tangentially” in a sense to be defined. It is represented as a sequence
of 1-cells of the barycentric subdivision coming from τ . There is a trivial ambiguity in
representing a homotopy class of curves by a qt curve, which comes from unit bigons at
vertices.
3.1. Barycentric subdivision and quasi-transverse arcs
τ is regarded as a CW (finite) complex on M . It gives a cell decomposition of M such
that the 1-skeleton of the decomposition is τ itself. The 0-cells of the decomposition are
the vertices of τ , because each vertex of τ is considered to be a point. The 1-cells are the
capillaries and the 2-cells are the faces (i.e., the components of M − τ ). A face is a k-gon
as a 2-cell of the decomposition where k is the number of the capillaries surrounding it
although it is a “triangle” as a face of a train track.
We take the barycentric subdivision∆ of the decomposition above.∆ lifts to D2 and the
set of lifts is also called ∆ if there is no confusion.
Hereafter, the terms “0-cell” and “1-cell” are used only for those of ∆. A 0-cell is also
called a barycenter. It corresponds to a face, a capillary or a vertex, hence is called a face
barycenter, a capillary barycenter or a vertex barycenter, respectively.
Definition 3.1. A 1-cell c which lies in a face connects the face barycenter f and a vertex
barycenter or a capillary barycenter e. If e is on the interior of an edge of the face, c is
transverse to τ at e, or simply τ -transverse. If e is on an endpoint of an edge of the face,
it must be a vertex barycenter and c is tangential to τ at e, or τ -tangential (Fig. 3).
A 1-cell which lies on τ consists of a half of a capillary. It is tangential to τ at both the
endpoints.
Two 1-cells are of the same type if they are identical, or if they lie in the same face and
have endpoints on the interior of the same edge (Fig. 3).
At a vertex or capillary barycenter, there are four directions, two transverse ones and two
tangential ones. At a vertex barycenter, they correspond to the four pieces in Fig. 1 and one
tangential direction corresponds to many 1-cells.
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A homotopy class of curves (closed or not) with endpoints on barycenters is represented
by a sequence of 1-cells (and 0-cells). Such a representation is called a barycentric
representation.
Definition 3.2. A curve (closed or not) is quasi-transverse (abbreviated “qt”) if it is a
barycentric representation itself and any pair of its consecutive two 1-cells is one of the
following types (Fig. 4).
(1) The pair lies in a face and (i) connects the interior of an edge and the interior of
another edge (such a pair is called a prong form) or (ii) connects the interior of an
edge and the vertex at the opposite angle of the face (such a pair is called a half
triangle form or a 1/2 form)
(2) The joint 0-cell is a vertex or capillary barycenter and the two 1-cells are both τ -
transverse or both τ -tangential at the joint, and the joint is not a turning point (i.e.,
they emanate from the joint to opposite directions).
To clarify the quasi-transversality at the basepoint of a closed curve, a closed curve is
called closed qt if the condition also holds for the basepoint, and closed sectional qt if the
condition is ignored for the basepoint.
Naturally, quasi-transversality is also defined for infinite arcs.
A qt curve keeps τ -tangential or τ -transverse until it comes to a 1/2 form.
A prong form penetrates the incident prong. A maximal series of consecutive prong
forms penetrating prongs on one side of a vertex makes a (prong) block. If a prong block
penetrates all prongs on the side of the vertex, it is a whole prong block and penetrates
the side of the vertex.
A qt curve A is decomposed to prong blocks, other 1-cells and particularly 0-cells
at vertex barycenters at which A is τ -transverse. (Such a 0-cell can be considered as a
degenerate prong block penetrating the middle of the vertex. We often treat it as a prong
block. See Section 3.2.) Such a decomposition is called a block decomposition.
3.2. Bigons associated to a qt curve
In representing homotopy classes of curves by qt curves, there is ambiguity coming
from vertices. Consider a vertex v and give it a left-right (upper-lower) direction. The
barycenter of the upper face of v and that of the lower face are connected by three qt arcs,
one penetrating the left side of v, one penetrating the right, and one the middle (Fig. 5).
Each of them consists of a whole prong block (in the last case, a 0-cell) and two 1-cells
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which are incident to the face barycenters. Such a 1-cell in one arc and the corresponding
one in another arc are of the same type.
Definition 3.3. The bigon made by the left arc and the right one is called the unit bigon at
v. The middle arc divides it into two half (1/2) bigons. Replacement of one arc by another
is called a unit bigon move (b-move) at v or at the bigon. (A “half” b-move may also be
referred to as a unit b-move.) Composition of some unit b-moves is called a b-move.
Note that quasi-transversality of a curve is unchanged by b-moves.
Here follow some observations about b-moves.
Consider the block decomposition of a qt curveA. By one unit b-move at v,A is changed
as: the whole prong block (possibly degenerate, that is, the vertex barycenter in the case
of 1/2 bigon) is replaced by another block (possibly degenerate) penetrating v; two 1-cells
are each replaced by 1-cells of the same type. Hence the block decomposition of A is
“preserved”, that is, the blocks of A and those of the new curve correspond one to one and
corresponding blocks are of the same type or incident to the same vertex.
A b-move also preserves the block decomposition. In a b-move, each block is replaced
by one incident to the same vertex or one of the same type. As there are only finitely
many such blocks, a finite (possibly closed) curve, which consists of finite blocks, has only
finitely many substitutes to be reached by a b-move from itself.
A whole prong blockK of A penetrating a side of a vertex v traverses faces gathering at
v and connects the undermost edge to the uppermost one emanating from v. Its endpoints
are barycenters on these edges but generally might differ from the ones nearest to v. A unit
b-move at v is possible if and only if both of them are the nearest ones and K is followed
by 1-cells on both ends (each of these 1-cells connects K to the upper or the lower face
barycenter). A unit b-move changes the foot of such 1-cells, so one unit b-move may
possibly enable another b-move. When two unit bigons are related as such, they have two
1-cells in common (on the Poincaré disk D2), as indicated in Fig. 6: the suffix of the right
(left) arc of one bigon is the prefix of the left (right, respectively) arc of the other. We can
refer to the direction they are aligned, like right-hand (or left-hand) if M is orientable.
Even if M is non-orientable, it makes sense to refer to “changing direction”.
Definition 3.4. A sequence of unit or 1/2 bigons related as above is called a chain. If it
keeps direction, it is a monotone chain.
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A non-monotone chain is made of monotone subchains, which overlap on their ends.
The chain changes direction at such ends.
Note that two unit bigons make a right-hand chain only when the right uppermost
capillary of the bottom unit bigon is the left undermost capillary of the top unit bigon.
Similarly for a left-hand chain. Hence when given a unit bigon and a direction to be
extended, for example, right-upper, it is determined whether the next unit bigon exists,
and if any, such one is determined uniquely. In particular, a monotone chain is uniquely
determined by a unit bigon and a direction.
Similarly, we observe that the shape of τ might prohibit unit bigons from making a chain.
Fig. 2 is an example of such τ . The capillary which has one end on the right uppermost
position of the single vertex does not have the other end on the left undermost position,
where right-left (upper-lower) direction is considered on lifts to D2. Similarly for the other
positions.
Definition 3.5. If a whole prong block K penetrating a side (or the middle) of a vertex v
is replaced by that penetrating the other side in some b-move of A, K (or also A) is mobile
at v. IfK is mobile under the condition that some specified prong blocks of A are to stay at
their original side, K is conditionally mobile. (In particular, since the basepoints of based
curves are required to stay by convention, it has an effect on mobility.)
The mobility of K depends on how the unit bigons incident to the whole prong blocks
of A are aligned (on D2). Let bK be the unit bigon incident to K . If A goes along an entire
side of bK as in Fig. 7(i), K is mobile by itself (self-mobile). If A goes along an entire
side of a finite chain of unit bigons including bK as in Fig. 7(ii), one foot or both feet of
K might be restricted its movement. In this case, we must move blocks from an end(s) one
by one in order to take off such a restriction on K . In Fig. 7(ii), unit b-moves are made in
the indicated order. In the case where A is a based curve or an infinite curve, we can in fact
reach K , hence it is mobile. In the case where A is a closed curve, we have to note that
one unit b-move on A is represented as a set of unit b-moves on D2, hence one b-move
causes another b-move on a total lift of A. Such a b-move might change the alignment
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and prevent us from reaching K . However, such situation occurs only in special cases, in
particular, where A is an orientation-reversing curve, like the following.
Suppose first that K is restricted its movement on one foot and the attempt to take off
the restriction causes new restriction on the other foot. For example, in Fig. 8, the attempt
labeled ‘1’ causes the move labeled ‘2’. In this case, bK is an end of some monotone chain
of unit bigons whose other end is an image of bK under an orientation-reversing covering
transformation represented by A. In this case a total lift of such a monotone chain is a
“zigzag” chain whose one monotonous subchain corresponds to one run aroundA (Fig. 8).
Suppose second that K is restricted its movement on both feet and the attempt to take off
the restriction on one foot causes it impossible to take off the other restriction on the other
foot. Then the situation is again a zigzag chain case where A is a curve obtained from the
one above by a b-move.
Whether A goes along an entire side of a finite chain is easily checked by tracing A.
Whether it represents an orientation-reversing covering transformation as above is also
easily checked. Thus,
Lemma 3.6. It is decidable whether K is mobile or not.
However, in case where A is an infinite curve, we need the information whether the
monotone chain including bK terminates or not.
In the case where A is a closed, two-sided (orientation-preserving) curve, the monotone
chain might continue infinitely when we trace A. In this case K is not mobile.
For chains, also see Section 5.
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4. Existence of a qt representation of curves
In this section we prove the existence of qt representations for all homotopy classes of
curves, not necessarily simple nor closed. Note that orientability of M is not assumed.
Proposition 4.1.
(i) For any finite curve on M or D2 based at a barycenter(s), there exists a qt curve
homotopic to it.
(ii) For any closed curve on M , there exists a closed qt curve freely homotopic to it.
Definition 4.2. A bad point of a barycentric representation is a joint of consecutive two
1-cells which does not satisfy the qt condition in Definition 3.2. There are the following
cases (Fig. 9):
(1) a trivial cancellation (the form XX−1),
(2) a 1/3 triangle form,
(3) a 1/6 triangle form,
(4) a Λ form (two 1-cells are of the same type),
(5) two 1-cells are τ -tangential and rebounding at a vertex,
(6) a 1-cell is τ -tangential and the other is τ -transverse.
A prong form clips from a face a piece containing the prong, called a prong piece. It also
clips the complement of a prong piece on the other side. Similarly, a 1/2, 1/3, 1/6 or Λ
piece is a triangular piece clipped by a corresponding form. A prong piece block means
the union of prong pieces clipped from a side of a vertex. Similarly for a whole prong
piece block. (See the remark after Definition 3.2.)
Proof of Proposition 4.1(i). It suffices to consider the case of a barycentric representation
on D2 with one bad point.
Let A be the given curve on D2 with endpoints x, z and the bad point y . We modify A
successively and call the curves appearing on the way again A.
(1) Repeated cancellation leads to another case.
(2) Pressing the 1/3 piece to an edge, we can remove the bad point.
(3) Pressing the 1/6 piece to an edge, we can reduce the case to (6).
(4) This case is treated after (6).
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(5) Let X =−→yx and Z =−→yz be subarcs of A with initial point y . Both emanate from y to
the same direction. We may assume that Z is on the left of X when we look from y toward
x and z (Fig. 10).
There are three subcases:
(5.1) the angle between X and Z consists of a single prong and each of them traces an
entire edge making the prong (including the cases whereX or Z terminates on the
way to trace),
(5.2) the angle consists of a half of a prong and one subarc traces the entire of the
incident edge (including the cases similar to those above) or
(5.3) otherwise.
(5.1) Replacement of the edges traced by the third edge of the face removes the bad point.
(If X or Z terminates on the way, the modification is trivial. The same in the following.)
(5.2) This case is naturally reduced to (6).
(5.3) In tracing X, we reach one of the following shapes. We classify the cases by the
one which occurs first (Fig. 10).
(α) There is a prong on the left side of X which points to x .
(β) X eventually parts from τ and goes to a face barycenter. (If X goes further, it has a
1/2 form.)
(γ ) X reaches x .
We do the same for Z, interchanging “left” and “right”. Then we push y slightly inside
the angle, deforming A according to the case, which ensures quasi-transversality. See
Fig. 10.
(6) Like the case (5), consider the right subarc X and the left one Z. We may assume
that X is τ -transverse at y , Z τ -tangential. Let f denote the first face X passes through,
and v the vertex of it which lies inside the angle made by X and Z. At v, two faces make
its “upper” and “lower” faces, which we here refer to as the right and the left faces since
we are looking them from y . Let f ′ denote the right face. If both X and Z travel as inside
as possible (that is, X as left as possible and Z as right as possible), they reach f ′ and the
original case (the case (6) at f ) is reduced to the case (6) at f ′. Repeating this, we reach
the case where X or Z escapes from the most inside way, at a face (again called) f . As
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to X, it is possible that it escapes at f while it can reach the next face f ′ after a b-move to
the left, in which case we actually do so. However, such a move only puts off the escape
until the next face f ′.
Now we have two subcases:
(6.1) Z escapes earlier than X or their escape occur at the same time, or
(6.2) X escapes earlier.
(6.1) This case is solved by the same method as (5.3). We classify the shapes of Z into
(α)–(γ ), push y inside and have a qt curve (Fig. 11).
(6.2) In this case Z travels along an edge of f from y to v. It suffices to construct a qt
arc from v to x which is τ -tangential at v. In tracing X, it clips (not necessarily whole)
prong piece blocks on its left side. We look at the first place where it does not clip a prong
block. Here again we perform a b-move to make X as inside (i.e., left) as possible, which
puts off the place by only one block. Then we have three subcases.
(δ) X clips the complement of a prong piece.
(ε) X clips a 1/2 piece.
(ζ ) X reaches x .
We press X so as to collapse the prong piece blocks, making a prefix of it a trainpath.
We make it to be qt at the place above according to the case (Fig. 12).
(4) This case is treated like (6.2). First we make a b-move on subarcX so that it travels as
inside (left) as possible. If it causes a trivial cancellation (the case (1)) at y , we do cancel.
Then do the same for Z. After that, we may reduce the case to cases already solved, or
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we reach the case (4) with the situation similar to (6.2): X starts from the face whose
barycenter is y , passes through a capillary whose left endpoint is denoted by v and enters
the next face f , where X,v,f correspond to those in (6.2). The same for Z. We collapse
prong piece blocks on both subarcs, obtaining a qt curve whose middle part is a trainpath
(Fig. 13). 2
Proof of Proposition 4.1(ii).
Orientable case. Suppose thatM is orientable. First we regard the closed curve as based
at some barycenter and construct a sectional qt representation. Then we take a total lift of
it and modify the badness (if any) at the lifts of the basepoint. We must modify so that
the modification is compatible with the covering transformation represented by the closed
curve.
In most cases we may modify in the same manner as the proof of (i). We have to examine
in each case whether the modification of X and that of Z overlaps under the covering
transformation, and if so, slightly change the modification.
(1) Trivial cancellations can always be done compatibly with the covering transforma-
tion because any unit cancellation is done on M .
(2) Done on M .
(3) Reduction to (6) is done on M .
(5) The reduction of the half prong case, as well as the modification of the entire prong
case, is done on M .
In the case (5.3), we can distinguish six combinations of (α), (β), (γ ). If one of the
subarcs is (β), there is no overlapping. The case (γ )–(γ ) cannot occur. In other cases, if
there is overlapping, it occurs only at the position where the shapes (α) or (γ ) locate. In
each case we can slightly change modifications like Fig. 14.
(6) Since X is τ -transverse and Z is τ -tangential, there must be a 1/2 form. Any b-move
done on X in the proof of (i) is restricted to the prefix of X from y to the first 1/2 form,
hence affects neither repeated reduction of (6) to (6) nor the classification to the subcases.
There cannot occur an overlapping.
(4) We make b-moves on the subarcs X and Z only on the minimal set of unit bigons
necessary in the proof of (i). Then overlapping occurs only when a monotone chain of
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unit bigons is used for both X and Z. But in the orientable case, we can certainly do the
b-moves because “inside” has the same meaning forX and Z, even when translated by the
covering transformation.
After reduction, we only have to solve the cases (δ), (ε), (ζ ). Overlapping occurs only
for (δ)–(δ), which is solved by taking a trainpath representation like Fig. 15.
Non-orientable case. Suppose that M is non-orientable. If the curve in question is
two-sided, i.e., the corresponding covering transformation preserves orientation, the proof
is the same as the orientable case. If it corresponds a orientation-reversing covering
transformation, detailed examination of each case leaves us only the following cases.
(5.3) The combinations of (α) and (γ ). If overlapping occurs, we can make a bridge
anywhere in the overlap like Fig. 16(i), obtaining a solution.
(4) The minimal b-move on X might put Z outside because the meaning of “inside”
are not compatible with the covering transformation. If this occurs on the b-move incident
to y (in the search of possibility of trivial cancellation), then X and Z make the sides
of the monotone chain initiating at y , which is solved by a trainpath representation, like
Fig. 16(ii).
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It may also occur that after reduction, again b-moves overlap as if one move disturbs the
other. This case is solved similarly. Finally, we check the combinations of (δ) and (ζ ) ((ε)
does not cause overlapping) and can solve them. In these cases, all the results are trainpath
representations. 2
5. Quasi-uniqueness of a qt representation
In this section we see the quasi-uniqueness of qt representations. Orientability of M is
not assumed.
It is known that trainpath representations are unique [6], hence they do not make bigons.
The proof uses consideration about Euler characteristics and we here take the same method.
For qt curves, there is trivial ambiguity coming from unit bigons, but we will see that this
is the only one for finite based curves. For infinite or non-based closed curves, one more
type of ambiguity similar to it exists and these are the only ambiguity. In particular, a qt
bigon comes from unit bigons.
In the following, we work on D2 unless otherwise stated, for simplicity in explanation.
Objects on M are considered to be lifted.
The next lemma treats of a qt bigon, whose boundary consists of two qt curves. If it has
summit(s) on ∂D2, it is called half-infinite or bi-infinite depending on the situation.
Lemma 5.1. Let D be a qt bigon in D2.
(i) If D is finite, then it consists only of prong pieces and exactly two Λ pieces at its
two summits.
(ii) If D is bi-infinite and is a total lift of an annulus (or a Möbius band), that is, a
covering of an annulus (or a Möbius band, respectively), then it consists only of
prong pieces.
Recall that a prong or aΛ piece is a triangular piece clipped by a prong or aΛ form, see
the remark after Definition 4.2.
Proof. (i) We take the double D of D along its sides, with punctures at their basepoints
(the summits of D). The result is a twice punctured disk on which the double τˆ of τ is
drawn. If D has an entire triangle face in its inside, it lifts to two triangles on D. Other
clipped pieces result in components of D− τˆ as follows.
A prong piece lifts to a bigon, a 1/2 piece to a triangle, the complement of a prong piece
to a 4-gon, where a basepoint at the face barycenter causes a puncture, and a basepoint on
the interior of an edge causes one more angle. A 1/3 piece lifts to a once punctured bigon,
the complement of it to a once punctured 4-gon, a 1/6 piece to a once punctured monogon,
the complement of it to a once punctured 5-gon, aΛ piece to a once punctured nullgon, the
complement of it to a once punctured 6-gon, where a basepoint on the interior of an edge
causes one more angle. Some examples are listed in Fig. 17.
Each of components above contributes to the Euler characteristic of D by 1−m/2− n
where m is the number of angles, n the number of punctures. Since there is no component
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with positive contribution, only components with zero contribution are allowed, for the
Euler characteristic of D is zero. Hence D consists only of prong pieces and of Λ pieces
at the basepoints.
(ii) We consider the annulus and take its double, a torus. Again the Euler characteristic
is zero and this time there are no basepoints. Hence only prong pieces are allowed. The
same for a Möbius band. 2
By a similar argument, we have:
Corollary 5.2. There is no finite qt monogon (or nullgon) on D2. In particular, there is no
closed qt (or closed sectional qt) curve on D2.
We now study how the pieces are assembled into a qt bigon. First we make some
observations.
A qt curve changes τ -transverse to τ -tangential (or converse) only by a 1/2 form.
A τ -transverse qt curve A clips pieces from faces, namely prong pieces, the comple-
ments of prong pieces and possibly 0-cells at the middles of vertices. A side boundary of
such a piece denotes a subsegment of its boundary which is on an edge crossing with A.
A 0-cell at the middle of a vertex is considered to be the boundary and side boundaries
itself. Adjacent pieces on one side of A have intersecting side boundaries, which are the
same or one includes the other since τ is shiftless (Fig. 18). If two adjacent prong pieces
have the same side boundary, they belong to the same vertex, hence the maximal set of
such prong pieces in a series make a prong piece block. Proper inclusion is referred to as
the difference of the height of pieces (or blocks). Note that if a prong piece block is lower
than both its adjacent pieces, then it is a whole prong piece block (i.e., incident to a whole
prong block) and is mobile. We will also consider a monotone increasing (or decreasing)
sequence of prong piece blocks in tracing A.
If two arcs pass through the same face, they intersect at its barycenter. If side boundaries
of two pieces have a 1-cell in common, then they coincide as long as neither comes to an
end. If, in addition, the arcs clipping them are on the same side of the common 1-cell, then
one clipping arc goes into the face of the other when extended quasi-transversely, causing
an intersection with the other clipping arc (Fig. 19). So when we work with simple or
disjoint curve or curves, such pieces are clipped by one curve and are adjacent. Similarly
for 0-cell pieces.
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Lemma 5.3. Let D be a qt bigon on D2. Let two qt curves X,Y be its two sides.
(i) If D is finite, then D is a chain of unit or 1/2 bigons. Hence each curve is
superimposed on the other in a b-move. In particular, any block is mobile.
(ii) If D is half-infinite and
(a) if it consists only of prong pieces, thenD is a monotone increasing prong piece
blocks aligned on only one curve, or
(b) if it consists of prong pieces and a Λ piece (at the finite summit X ∩ Y ), then
D is a chain of unit or 1/2 bigons.
(iii) If D is bi-infinite and consists only of prong pieces, then either
(c) D is a monotone prong piece blocks aligned on one curve,
(d) D is a non-monotone chain of unit or 1/2 bigons or
(e) D is a monotone chain of unit bigons.
Proof. (i) Lemma 5.1 says thatD consists of prong pieces and twoΛ pieces. We start with
a Λ piece at the bottom basepoint of X and Y . We may suppose that X makes the right
side.
Clearly, X clips only prong pieces (including 0-cell pieces) on its left except Λ pieces
at the basepoints. In particular, X keeps to be τ -transverse. The same for Y .
Now trace X from the bottom, as seen in Fig. 20(i). The initial Λ piece has at least
one vertex on its horizontal side boundary. Let v be the rightmost one. For simplicity, we
suppose that neither X nor Y does not pass through v. The argument is similar if it does.
As there is no τ -tangential segment on ∂D, all prong pieces on the right side of v must be
included inD. Then their clipping arcs must constitute a subarc ofX, from the observation
made before this lemma. Thus the second block of X is the whole prong block on the
right side of v. The second block of Y is the one on the left side of v, similarly. Similarly,
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sufficiently small neighborhood of v, in particular a part of its upper face f , is included in
D. If it is in the Λ piece on the top basepoint, the third blocks of X and Y are this form,
which concludes thatD is just the unit bigon at v. Otherwise, it is in a prong piece, clipped
from the right or the left prong. If left (respectively right), the arc clipping the piece must
be included in the third block ofX (respectively Y ). Then the third block ofX (respectively
Y ) is a prong block with higher piece than the second, hence the second block is mobile.
We actually do such a unit b-move and then X or Y is partially superimposed on the other
and the situation is reduced to the original with less area, less blocks.
Thus we can make unit b-moves one by one on untilD collapses to a qt curve. As a unit
b-move is invertible, X and Y are superimposed to each other in a b-move.
(ii) If the basepoint (summit) is a Λ form, it is similar to (i). The only difference is that
the sequence of unit b-moves does not end and might eventually become monotone, in
which case only one side allows unit b-moves. The result is the subcase (b).
In the case (a), one of two sides clips prong pieces, hence is τ -transverse. Suppose X
is. First suppose that Y is also τ -transverse, in which case we in fact considering one bi-
infinite qt curve X−1Y . A vertex v which has a clipped prong piece on one side also has
one on the other side (or the middle), similar to (i). We can connect their clipping arcs by
(two) 1-cells incident to v, resulting in a finite qt bigon bounded by these 1-cells and a
subarc of X−1Y . But (i) prohibits a finite qt bigon of such a shape.
Second suppose that Y is τ -tangential. Y is a trainpath and X ∪ Y has badness at the
basepointX ∩ Y . We may suppose that X is the right side.
Suppose that a prong piece clipped by X belongs to the right side of a vertex v. If v is
not passed through by X ∪ Y , then both side of v has to be clipped by two subarcs of X.
In this case we do the same as above, leading to a contradiction. The same for the case v is
passed through by X. Hence a prong piece is passed through by Y at its incident vertex.
We now trace X from the basepoint s, looking at clipped pieces (Fig. 20(ii)). Since Y
passes through the vertex v incident to the first prong piece block p, it goes along the
lower side boundary of p. If the second piece block p′ is lower than p, its lower boundary
is included in the upper boundary of p. Then Y cannot pass through its incident vertex.
Repeating thus, we conclude that the alignment is monotone increasing.
(iii) At least one of two curves is τ -transverse . Suppose that one curve is τ -tangential
and hence is a trainpath. Starting at a vertex and argue similarly, we conclude that prong
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pieces are monotone increasing or decreasing according to the relation of the first two
blocks. Hence (c) follows.
Next suppose both are τ -transverse. We begin with any block, argue like above in both
directions. If we come to a prong piece block lower than its both neighbors, move it and
the case is reduced to (b) on both direction. This is (d). If we do not come to such a block,
then unit bigons are aligned monotonously, which is (e). 2
Note that the proof for (ii) and (iii) does not use the assumption that D is a bigon, i.e.,
X and Y have a common limit point(s) on ∂D2. Hence the condition that constituents are
prong pieces and possibly a Λ piece implies that D is a bigon.
Now we have:
Proposition 5.4.
(i) If two qt curves bound a bigon on D2, they differ by a chain of unit or 1/2 bigons.
They are superimposed to each other by b-moves and all their prong blocks are
mobile.
(ii) If two bi-infinite qt curves bound a total lift of an annulus on D2, they differ by a
(monotone or not) chain of unit or 1/2 bigons or a monotone alignment of prong
piece blocks.
(iii) If two bi-infinite qt curves bound a total lift of a Möbius band on D2, they differ by
a non-monotone chain of unit or 1/2 bigons.
(iv) Hence qt representation of a based homotopy class of curves is unique up to
b-moves, and that of a free homotopy class is unique except b-moves and the
ambiguity in (ii).
Proof. We only have to care about (iii). But a monotone alignment of unit or 1/2 bigons
or prong blocks cannot be transferred onto itself by any orientation reversing covering
transformation. 2
Note that we must perform b-moves compatibly with the covering transformations
represented by the closed curve in question, when working on M . In the case of non-
monotone chain, b-moves are possible on D2, but might be disturbed on M . Such a
disturbance occurs when a monotone subchain has unit bigons at its ends such that the
unit b-move at one end causes the unit b-move at the other end. But such a situation occurs
only in the case where the curve is orientation reversing and it takes one end of a monotone
chain to the other end. See the remark after Definition 3.5.
We often refer to qt bigons as simply bigons.
6. An algorithm for curve systems
Here we suppose that M is orientable. We take a qt representation of a based or closed
finite curve on M , then make a b-move or other deformations on it, obtaining a unique
representation. (The difference is that quasi-transversality is a local condition while the
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additional one in this section is dependent on individual curves.) Then it is direct to decide
whether two curves are based or freely homotopic. Next we see an algorithm for a curve
system deciding whether it is represented by non-intersecting curves. (In particular, a
system consisting of a single curve is determined whether it is represented by a simple
curve.) The algorithm is constructive and offers the actual representation. It would be
helpful to refer to [2], where similar ideas appear.
For infinite curves, it is difficult to handle the “uniqueness”, hence we do not treat of
them here. See [9].
Let M be orientable. We consider mainly curves on M while work on D2 as before.
6.1. Conditional b-move and unique representation
For whole prong blocks of a qt curve, conditional mobility is defined. It is decidable
whether a given block is mobile.
Consider a qt curve A and a whole prong block K . For a curve on D2, it is easy to see
that K is mobile if and only if there exists a chain one of whose sides is bounded by a
subarc of A and which includes the unit bigon incident to K . It is the same thing to say
that there exists a subarc of A including K which makes a (not degenerate) qt bigon with
some qt curve. Such a bigon is the union of unit bigons appearing in an attempt to moveK .
Similarly, conditional mobility corresponds to existence of a bigon not including the unit
bigons in the condition.
If A is a based curve, it is the same to consider just one lift (not a total lift) of A on D2.
If A is a closed curve, we are to consider a total lift of it and have a difficulty that making a
unit b-move on A means making corresponding unit b-moves all together on the total lift.
However, we can deal with this case like as a curve on D2, as stated below. Note that the
lemma does not hold if M is non-orientable.
Lemma 6.1. The following are equivalent.
(1) A block K of a closed curve A on M is (conditionally) mobile.
(2) There is a subarc of a total lift of A constituting a side of a bigon on D2 and
including a lift of K (and not including any lift of the conditional blocks).
(3) A lift of K on a total lift of A is (conditionally) mobile on D2 (with the conditional
blocks consisting of all lifts of those on M).
Proof. (2) and (3) are equivalent as seen above. It is clear that (1) implies (2). We show
that (2) implies (1).
First we note that if a lift of a block is self-mobile, it is so also on M . Let x be the
subarc in the hypothesis and suppose that the bigon is on its, say, right side (Fig. 21). x
has a self-mobile block l. The projected block L on M is self-mobile to the right. By this
unit b-move, any lift of L on the total lift of A is moved to the right since M is orientable.
Then x moves to right possibly on some blocks and never to left. We then take a new
self-mobile block, move it on M . Repeating thus, we reach K . Conditional mobility is
similar. 2
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Next consider blocks of A which are incident to the same unit bigon on M . We are to
move them to the same side, if mobile. This time we are not sure that their bigons used
in b-moves are on the same side of A. Hence movement on one block might exclude the
possibility of another block movement while it is mobile individually. However, this is not
the case, as follows.
Lemma 6.2. Given a unit bigon b on M and specification of one side of it, all blocks of a
(based or closed) curve A on M which are incident to b and (conditionally) mobile to the
specified side, are mobile at the same time.
Proof. From the above lemma, mobility depends on existence of a bigon on D2. We
consider a lift (a total lift, in case of closed curve) of A and take the minimal such bigon
for each block in question. Such a bigons is either a monotone chain whose ends is b, or
the union of two monotone chains joining at b.
If the bigons incident to the blocks to be moved are on the same side of A, then such
movements are possible at the same time, since a unit b-move on M is realized by unit b-
moves to the same direction on a (total) lift. We only have to handle unit bigons one by one.
If there are two bigons incident to two blocks to be moved which are on the opposite
side of A, movements on them might compete. That is, one unit b-move on an end b′ of
one bigon might append the same unit bigon b′ on an end of another bigon. But it requires
a monotone chain whose ends are lifts of b pointing the opposite direction as Fig. 22. Such
a chain is impossible because it needs an elliptic covering transformation. 2
Now we can consider a normalizing procedure.
Procedure 6.3.
(1) Give an order on the set of unit bigons onM and specify one side on each unit bigon.
Let the ordered set be (b1, . . . , bn).
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(2) Given a (based or closed) curve A on M , make b-moves so that its mobile blocks
on b1 are all moved to the specified side. Next do the same for b2, where mobility
is conditional so that the blocks on b1 keep positions. Repeat in this way until we
exhaust all unit bigons, where mobility on bm is under the condition that the blocks
on b1, . . . , bm−1 keep positions.
(3) If A is a closed curve and clips a monotone alignment of prong blocks, change it to
the trainpath bounding the alignment.
Definition 6.4. A qt curve after the procedure above is called a normalized curve.
A normalized curve works as an analogue of a geodesic curve.
Proposition 6.5. For lifts of normalized curves on D2, there is no finite bigon made by
them. (A lift of a basepoint is considered to be a summit.) For lifts of closed normalized
curves, there is no infinite bigon made by them also, hence two total lifts (of possibly
different curves) with a common limit point are in fact the same as a set.
Proof. If there is a bigon, any prong block on its sides are mobile. Taking the unit bigon
with the earliest order, we see that one side is not normalized. If two total lifts of two
(possibly the same) closed curves have a common limit point on ∂D2, they represent
iterations of the same hyperbolic covering transformation and have the same limit points
on both ends. Taking l.c.m. iteration, we see that they intersect infinitely many times and
make finite bigons, which is impossible as above, or they make an infinite bigon which is
a total lift of an annulus. Then it is one of the shapes stated in Proposition 5.4(ii). If it is a
monotone shape, one side is not normalized. If it is non-monotone, then we consider a self-
mobile block on one side. The block on the opposite side of it is also mobile, for we can take
a finite subchain realizing the b-move. Then one of two total lifts is not normalized. 2
Corollary 6.6. For total lifts of closed normalized curves, after two total lifts part from
each other, they never meet again. Moreover, never meet even at ∂D2.
Thus it follows:
Theorem 6.7. The normalized qt representation for a (based or free) homotopy class is
unique. The representation for an iteration of a free homotopy class is in fact an iteration.
6.2. An algorithm for non-intersecting systems and regulation
As normalized qt curves are like geodesics, it can be used in studying intersections of
curves, that is, problems like whether a closed curve is represented by (i.e., homotopically
deformed to) a simple curve, whether a system of based curves are represented by a non-
intersecting system, how to construct such a representation in fact, how to decide the
intersection number of two curves, and so on. In the following, we concentrate on the
method of deciding non-intersecting systems and of realizing them.
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We begin with the case of one closed curve. We construct an algorithm deciding whether
it is homotopic to a simple closed curve. A based closed curve is treated as a non-based
closed curve and if the basepoint drifts in the procedure, we note its drifting path and
finally conjugate the resulting curve by the path. So we only have to consider the case of a
non-based closed curve.
Let A denote a closed curve on M . We may suppose it is normalized. In tracing A, we
may meet other subarcs of it at 0-cells. On a total lift of A, they correspond to other total
lifts, since there is no qt monogon or nullgon on D2. We will check how they meet and go.
It will be done on D2. Remind that if they part from each other, they never meet again on
D2.
First suppose that two total lifts go together for one entire run on A. Then they are in
fact the same and A is a proper iteration of some closed curve. In this case A cannot be
represented as a simple curve, as seen in the next lemma.
Lemma 6.8. An element x ∈ pi1(M) such that x = yl where y ∈ pi1(M) and |l|> 2 cannot
be represented by a simple closed curve.
Proof. Suppose it is represented by a simple closed curve A. Take a basepoint on it and
consider all its lifts. The total lift of A passing through such a lift p divides D2 into
two components, the one of the right side and that on the left. A curve representing y
connects p to another lift q , say in the right component. The total lift passing through q
is entirely in the right component (Fig. 23). Repeating this, we come to the (l + 1)th total
lift, which has to be in the right component, while it is actually the first total lift. It is a
contradiction. 2
Second suppose that two total lifts part from each other at some 0-cell. They also part
when traced to the reverse direction. The limit points of one total lift divides ∂D2 into
two components. Those of the other total lift are on the same component or on different
components, which is known by the situations at their partings. In the former case, we say
that their partings (or their subarcs going together) are well-ordered (Fig. 24). In this case
the two total lifts are mutually disjoint whenA is freely homotopically deformed to a (true)
geodesic. In the latter case A is not freely homotopic to a simple curve. Conversely, if A
is not freely homotopic to a simple curve and is not a proper iteration of a curve, there is a
pair of such total lifts as the latter case. Thus we reach the criterion:
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Procedure 6.9. Trace a closed normalized curve A from an arbitrary point. At each 0-cell
in tracing, check (1) and (2) below for each subarc of A meeting the tracing subarc. A is
homotopic to a simple closed curve if and only if the both hold for every such subarc at
every 0-cell.
(1) Tracing the two subarcs (on D2) in each direction, we come to a parting before an
entire run around A.
(2) Their partings are well-ordered.
If two total lifts have well-ordered subarcs, we slightly deform them so as to separate
the common arc into parallel arcs. Then their intersection (on the common arc) is removed.
Such deformations are made on M as stated below. Note that the situations at partings
indicate the order in which the limit points on ∂D2 are arranged. Hence if three or more
total lifts have a common subarc, the way to separate them is well-defined.
Procedure 6.10. Let A be a closed normalized curve which passed the Procedure 6.9. The
regulation of it is the procedure below.
(1) At each 1-cell, make as many copies of itself as the number of subarcs passing
through it (that is, the number of times it appears on A) and arrange them as parallel
intervals.
(2) Label them by the subarcs (to indicate which subarc is to go along which interval)
according to the situations at partings.
(3) To make joints of subarcs at each 0-cell, connect corresponding copies so that
intersection does not occur, which we can (Fig. 25).
By Procedures 6.9 and 6.10, we constructed a simple representation of a given curve,
if any. If A does not pass Procedure 6.9(2) but passes (1), A is not homotopic to a simple
curve but is not a proper iteration of some curve, which means that no pair of two total
lifts have the same limit points. In this case a slight change of Procedure 6.10 offers us a
regulated curve with least intersections. (Make a crossing once on each pair of non-well-
ordered subarcs.)
Next we deal with a curve system with a basepoint. It is the same to allow the basepoint
to drift, where every curve in the system drifts all together. We only have to pull back the
result along the drifting path.
We first take an arbitrary curve from the system and examine if it is represented as
a simple curve. If it is, we make regulation, which naturally determines the position
of the drifted basepoint. (The position of the drifted basepoint is ambiguous along the
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resulting closed normalized curve, but we may settle it arbitrarily.) Let A be the regulated
curve. Then we take another curve from the system and construct the normalized based qt
representation B . Then we take a lift of it to see how it should be positioned in relation
to A. (We have to use the information about the location of the basepoint as well as the
information about partings.) We can decide whether it is representable by a curve without
intersection with A. If so, next we see if B has self-intersections. It is now decided by
seeing partings. (A domain of D2 bounded by total lifts of A works as D2 before.) If so,
we can regulate it similarly. Repeating similarly, we can decide whether the given system
is represented by a non-intersecting system.
For a curve system without a basepoint is dealt with similarly. The only difficulty is that
two total lifts of different curves may go together for more than one run around one curve.
It is overcome by taking l.c.m. of the lengths (i.e., the number of 1-cells) of the two curves.
Theorem 6.11. Given a curve or a curve system (based or non-based), we can decide
whether it is representable by a non-intersecting system. If so, such a representation is
constructible.
If we consider a multi-base system, we only have to take a maximal tree of it and contract
this tree to a point, reducing to a single-base system. (In regulating such a system, there may
arise degenerate arcs or faces. But we can obtain an actual non-intersecting representation
from it.)
For intersection numbers, similar discussion works as well, as Proposition 6.5 ensures.
7. Algorithms for carrying and mapping classes
This section first presents an algorithm which examines possibility of carrying of one
train track onto another train track (Proposition 7.1), and then applies it to mapping classes.
When a train track carries its image mapped by a mapping class, then the result in [8,
Theorem 7.17] determines whether the mapping class is a pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphism
to whose unstable foliation the train track is suited (see [8]). With this, together with an
enumeration procedure of train tracks and simple closed curve systems, we can construct
an algorithm, though very elementary one, for determination of the Thurston type of a
given mapping class of a closed orientable surface. Algorithms here are combinatorial,
although explained configuratively.
Let M be orientable. A shiftless complete train track τ is fixed as a standard.
Let us begin with the problem of how to deal with other train tracks. Any curve is
given as a word in 1-cells of (the barycentric subdivision of) τ . Another train track here
is considered to be an isotopy class of train tracks. Furthermore, a train track may be
regarded as a system of homotopy classes of curves with drifting basepoints, together
with the information at each vertex (i.e., basepoint) indicating which arc ends are to be
on one side of the vertex and which are on the other side. Of course this system must be
representable as a non-intersecting system and the information must ensure the train track
conditions.
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As shown in Section 6.2, given a train track ξ , we can construct a non-intersecting
system made of curves qt to τ representing it. We know how their subarcs are arranged
near a 1-cell or a 0-cell. Note that its basepoints are on 0-cells of τ (i.e., 0-cells of the
barycentric subdivision obtained from τ ).
Suppose that ξ is a filling train track (i.e., its faces are simply connected). Given a curve
A based at vertices of ξ and represented as a sequence of 1-cells of τ , we can construct a
sequence of capillaries of ξ which is homotopic to it. The idea is that we trace A and note
the order in which arcs of ξ are traversed. We can do this with the regular representation
obtained above. Then we have a sequence of the components of M − ξ (“faces” of ξ ) and
when we take a “half” of the boundary from each face (since the faces of ξ are simply
connected), we obtain a required sequence.
Given a system S of homotopy classes of curves with a basepoint w on a 0-cell of τ ,
we take a homotopy class k of paths connecting w to some vertex v of ξ and conjugate S
along k. We obtain a system k−1Sk based at v and a representation of it which consists of
sequences of capillaries of ξ . Thus we can regard systems written in terms of τ as written
in terms of ξ . In case of a system with plural basepoints, we use a path ki for each wi and
have similar result.
Now we go into the problem of carrying. A train track σ is carried by a train track ξ ,
denoted by ξ  σ , if σ is representable by a system of trainpaths of ξ so that every trainpath
on σ is also a trainpath on ξ . Here a carry means such a system. We are interested in the
way of deciding whether σ is carried by ξ when they are given in terms of the fixed standard
train track τ . By the discussion above, we may suppose that σ is given in terms of ξ .
Proposition 7.1. For any pair of a shiftless filling train track ξ and a shiftless recurrent
train track σ , we can combinatorially decide whether σ is carried by ξ . Furthermore, if
carried, we can construct a carry effectively.
Recall that a train track is called recurrent if each of its capillaries is passed by some
closed trainpath (see Section 2).
We can complete ξ by adding capillaries if necessary, obtaining η. In the following, qt
(in particular, trainpath) means the one against η. (Note that even if we are given ξ only
as a system of curves, we can decide which curves make a face and which face has how
many angles as a train track, by looking at how the curves are arranged in the regular
representation. Hence we can decide where to add capillaries.) A carry of σ on ξ is also a
carry on η.
We will treat σ as a system of homotopy classes with drifting basepoints and try to settle
the basepoints. If our attempt succeeds, it gives an actual carry of σ by η. Otherwise, σ is
not carried by ξ .
Before going into the proof, we make some observations. Suppose that two based
homotopy classes are conjugate along a homotopy class of paths connecting their
basepoints. In addition, suppose that they are represented by closed trainpaths. (Recall
that they are based homotopy classes, hence we suppose that such a situation occurs
accidentally.) In this situation, these trainpaths coincide as a set because they represent the
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same free homotopy class and are normalized. Their basepoints are on this closed trainpath
by definition. We can take a conjugating path along this trainpath because otherwise there
exist two normalized total lifts having the same limit points, which is a contradiction.
Proof of Proposition 7.1. We are given σ as a system of (actual) curves with plural
basepoints, which represents σ but has many bad places, in terms of (1-cells of the
barycentric subdivision of) η. In representing σ as a carry on η (if any), the only problem
is where (and along what paths) to send the drifting basepoints of σ . After deciding that,
we only have to take a based qt representation. In the following, we suppose that η  σ and
decide candidates of paths along which the basepoints are to be settled so that the resulting
system of based homotopy classes has the required property. On the way, we check some
properties necessary for going further step. If σ fails to clear such conditions, it is not
carried by η. Otherwise, we obtain candidates, and test them whether one of them provides
an actual carry.
First take a vertex v of σ and four capillaries belonging to it, two on the left side and two
on the right. Let us denote them by α1, β1, β2 and α2 clockwise, where the former two are
on the left side. Since σ is recurrent, we can take closed trainpaths (not necessarily simple
or disjoint) α and β of σ where α starts from α1 and terminates by α2, and similarly for β .
(For this, connect two closed trainpaths for α1 and α2.) In the given system representing
σ , v is located at some 0-cell V , and α and β are represented by curves based at V .
Denote the system consisting of V and the based homotopy classes of these two curves
by T = (V ;a, b). We modify the curve representing α to a normalized representation A
(non-based), changing T to a new system, which we again call T . Suppose that there is a
carry of σ on η. Let T ′ = (V ′;a′, b′) be the system in the carry corresponding to T , with
basepoint V ′ and conjugate to T along a homotopy class k of paths connecting V to V ′.
Let A′ denote the curve representing a′ in the carry (Fig. 26, where η is drawn as a tubular
neighborhoodN(η)). Then A, as a set, must coincide with A′, which is a closed trainpath,
because both are normalized representations of α. Hence,
(1) A is a closed trainpath of η.
Moreover, as observed above, k is represented by a path K going along A (or A−1). Let
B ′ be the curve in the carry representing b′. Then b (based homotopy class) is represented
by KB ′K−1, which possibly has a badpoint only at one of the two joints (Fig. 27).
It is easy to see that the badness is of the case (5.1) or (5.3) of the proof of Proposition
4.1 and is solved as seen in Fig. 28. The normalized representation B goes along A (or
A−1) at least until it traces all over K , or the same for B−1 and K−1. The former is the
case where the badpoint is the joint of B ′ and K−1, and the latter is one for K and B ′.
We take the initial subarc of B from V until the parting point with A, and conjugate b by
this arc, then take the normalized representation. In the former case, this results in a closed
trainpath of η. Then we do the same for the B−1. In the latter case, the result is a closed
trainpath. Hence,
(2) Conjugating T along the maximal prefix of either B or B−1 which goes along A,
we obtain a representation by closed trainpaths of η.
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Fig. 26.
Fig. 27.
Fig. 28.
If this holds, then the system after the conjugation (again called T ) and T ′ differ by a
conjugation path along A and B (after the conjugation). A and B go together for finite
length from V and we obtain finite candidates of conjugation paths for v.
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Next take another vertex of σ and do the same as above. If (1) and (2) are cleared,
we obtain candidates of conjugation paths for this vertex. Thus examining all vertices, we
obtain combinations of candidates, along which we conjugate σ and check if it actually
becomes a carry.
(3) One of the obtained combination of conjugation paths realizes a carry.
If so, we get an actual carry of σ on η.
Finally, in this carry, we see if σ has a capillary x traveling along a capillary y of η but
not of ξ . If σ has one, σ is not carried by ξ because a closed trainpath α of σ including x
is not represented by a trainpath of η avoiding y . If σ has no such capillary, it is actually
carried by ξ . 2
In the proof above, we can get the number of candidates down by taking other 4-tuples
of capillaries for one vertex.
We now apply this result to mapping classes. The mapping classes of a closed, orientable
surface of negative Euler characteristic are classified into three “Thurston” types, namely,
periodic, pseudo-Anosov and reducible. Suppose that a mapping class is given by its action
on the fundamental group pi1(M,∗) of M . Then,
Theorem 7.2. We can decide the type of a given mapping class in a combinatorial way.
Proof. When a mapping class is given by its action on the fundamental group pi1(M,∗)
of M , its action on a system like a train track is also known. For this, we take a tree of
capillaries containing all vertices in such a train track and arrange the train track so that
the tree comes inside a small disk near the basepoint ∗. Then the other capillaries are
represented as elements of pi1(M,∗). In this form, the action of a mapping class is known
directly. Or, substitutively, we do not actually contract the tree but only consider the other
capillaries to represent elements of pi1(M,∗). That is, we conjugate them by paths along the
tree which connect the vertices to ∗. After the train track is mapped by the mapping class
in question, we arrange the image so that it is represented as a non-intersecting system.
[8, Theorem 7.17] says that if we are given a mapping class f and a shiftless filling
recurrent train track ξ such that ξ  f (ξ) and if, in addition, we are given a carry,
then we can combinatorially decide whether f is a pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphism to
whose unstable foliation ξ is suited. (Precisely, the theorem deals with conjugate classes
of mapping classes, hence a train track, a mapping class and a carry are given as such. But
we can easily transfer to this conjugate category, from the category now working.) On the
other hand, it is known that every pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphism has such a train track
[7, Theorem 4.1].
Now suppose that a mapping class f is given. When a shiftless filling recurrent train
track ξ is given, Proposition 7.1 decides whether ξ carries f (ξ). If carries, it also gives a
carry effectively. Then [8] decides whether f is pseudo-Anosov so related to ξ as above.
Hence, by [7], if f is pseudo-Anosov, we can know it eventually in taking up all train
tracks one by one.
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On the other hand, when a mutually disjoint set S of simple closed curves is given,
we can decide whether f is reducible such that f (S)= S (by using, for example, closed
normalized representations). Hence, if f is reducible, we can know it eventually in taking
up all such sets one by one.
Furthermore, there is a bound for periods of periodic mapping classes depending only
on the genus. Hence, we can decide whether f is periodic (by using, for example, some
shiftless filling recurrent train track ξ and Proposition 7.1, since ξ carries itself only in the
trivial way. See the observation made before the proof of Proposition 7.1).
We have an algorithm for producing all train tracks and all disjoint set of closed curves
(for example, one using a finite set of generators of the mapping class group and the
finiteness of the combinatorial types of those above, where a “combinatorial type” means
a class of those which are mutually homeomorphic). Hence we can eventually decide the
type of f . 2
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